SPEEDAM 2014 – TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS
In order to simplify the transfer of all SPEEDAM participants from the Naples Airport to the conference
Hotel, on both 17th and 18th June 2014, two SPEEDAM welcome points will be arranged at both Naples
Airport and Ferry Station “Molo Beverello”.
In particular:
 a SPEEDAM hostess will wait from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm just outside the international gate and will
help the participant in the transfer from Airport to Molo Beverello.
 a SPEEDAM hostess will wait from 9:30 am to 6:30 pm just outside the Molo Beverello entrance
and will help the participant in buying the ferry tickets to Ischia Porto.
There will be one person in the Naples airport related to Speedam Organization that will accompany you to
the bus or the taxi depending on your preference.
How to reach conference Hotel “Continental Ischia” from Naples Airport
1.a) Taxi: just outside the airport there are several taxies. If you’re going to take a taxi, ask the driver to
take you to “Molo Beverello”. Be sure to tell the driver you want the “Standard fee” for this
travel. The standard fee from Naples Airport to Molo Beverello is 19 €, luggage excluded. the
extra fee for each additional luggage is 0,50 €.
ALTERNATIVE 1.a
1.b) BUS “Alibus”: just outside the airport there is the “Alibus” stop, a public bus line that will get you in
around 30 minutes near the “Molo Beverello”. The ticket can be purchased on board at a price of
4 €.
2) High speed ferry “Aliscafo”: go to the ticket office of either “Caremar” or “Alilauro” company, depending
on the time of your arrival at Molo Beverello, and buy a ticket for “Ischia Porto”. Check the ferry
time table in the last page in order to schedule your travel.
3) BUS or Taxi: at Ischia Porto Bus line 7 will take you to the Conference Hotel. If you prefer you can take of
course also a taxi.
How to reach conference Hotel “Continental Ischia” from Naples Train Main Station “Stazione Centrale”
1.a) Taxi: just outside the Stazione Centrale there are several taxies (note that the only official and enabled
taxi drivers are always outside the Station in clearly marked area). If you’re going to take a taxi,
ask the driver to take you to “Molo Beverello”. Be sure to tell the driver you want the “Standard
fee” for this travel. The standard fee from Stazione Centrale to Molo Beverello is 11 €, luggage
excluded. the extra fee for each additional luggage is 0,50 €.
ALTERNATIVE 1.a
1.b) BUS “Alibus”: just outside the Stazione Centrale there is the “Alibus” stop, a public bus line that will
get you in around 15 minutes near the “Molo Beverello”. The ticket can be purchased on board at
a price of 4 €.
2) High speed ferry “Aliscafo”: go to the ticket office of either “Caremar” or “Alilauro” company, depending
on the time of your arrival at Molo Beverello, and buy a ticket for “Ischia Porto”. Check the ferry
time table in the last page in order to schedule your travel.
3) BUS or Taxi: at Ischia Porto Bus line 7 will take you to the Conference Hotel. If you prefer you can take of
course also a taxi.
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How to reach conference Hotel “Continental Ischia” from Rome Airport
1) Shuttle: take the train “Leonardo Express” that will take you from Rome airport to Rome main train
station “Roma Termini” in around 30 minutes.
2) Train: at Roma Termini take the high speed train “Freccia Rossa” to Naples main train station “Stazione
Centrale”. The travel time is around 70 minutes. Here you can check the Freccia Rossa time tables and can
also book the travel: http://www.trenitalia.com/
3.a) Taxi: just outside the Stazione Centrale there are several taxies (note that the only official and enabled
taxi drivers are always outside the Station in clearly marked area). If you’re going to take a taxi,
ask the driver to take you to “Molo Beverello”. Be sure to tell the driver you want the “Standard
fee” for this travel. The standard fee from Stazione Centrale to Molo Beverello is 11 €, luggage
excluded. the extra fee for each additional luggage is 0,50 €.
ALTERNATIVE 3.a
3.b (alternative 3.a) BUS “Alibus”: just outside the Stazione Centrale there is the “Alibus” stop, a public bus
line that will get you in around 15 minutes near the “Molo Beverello”. The ticket can be
purchased on board at a price of 4 €.
4) High speed ferry “Aliscafo”: go to the ticket office of either “Caremar” or “Alilauro” company, depending
on the time of your arrival at Molo Beverello, and buy a ticket for “Ischia Porto”. Check the ferry
time table in the last page in order to schedule your travel.
5) BUS or Taxi: at Ischia Porto Bus line 7 will take you to the Conference Hotel. If you prefer you can take of
course also a taxi.
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Tab. I - Aliscafo Time Table

